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Abstract. The more obvious and well known drawbacks of using reﬁnement as the
sole means of progressing from an abstract model to a concrete implementation are
reviewed. Retrenchment is presented in a simple partial correctness framework as
a more flexible development concept for formally capturing the early otherwise
preformal stages of development, and brieﬂy justiﬁed. Given both a retrenchment
of an abstract model, and a reﬁnement of the same model, the problem of ﬁnding a
model that is both a refinement of the retrenchment and a retrenchment of the re-
ﬁnement, is examined. A construction is given that solves the problem in a univer-
sal manner, giving the most abstract reconciliation of the two. The universality
amounts to the fact that any similar reconciliation of the original retrenchment and
reﬁnement is reﬁnable from the universal one, factoring through it.
Keywords: Reﬁnement, Retrenchment.
1 Introduction
Retrenchment was introduced in [1] in order to overcome the drawbacks of relying
on reﬁnement alone as the only way of going from an abstract to a concrete model of
a system in a completely formal manner. Subsequently the technique was developed
in [2, 3, 4]. A broad reappraisal of the issues appears in [5], written with some of the
wisdom of hindsight, while [6] contains further developments. Reﬁnement (particu-
larly in formulations that emphasise total correctness), imposes stringent constraints
on the relationship that can hold between the related models, and this can restrict the
applicability of the technique quite severely. This phenomenon is most keenly felt in
application situations where the conception of the system starts with physical consid-
erations, described using conventional applied mathematics, rather than the discrete
systems ubiquitous in presentations of reﬁnement. In such situations, it is commonly
found that all except the last few steps of the development process have to be per-
formed informally — because the proof obligations (POs) of reﬁnement are so de-
manding that adjacent pairs of models higher up the development hierarchy are sim-
ply unable to satisfy them. Thus we lose all the beneﬁts of full formalism, such as
mechanical checkability, for the majority of the development effort.
A retrenchment step from a more abstract to a more concrete level of abstraction ad-
mitsstrengtheningofthepreconditionandweakeningofthepostcondition,unlikere-
ﬁnement in its usual forward simulation variant (see [9] for a comprehensive review
of reﬁnement from both forward and backward simulation perspectives). Retrench-
ment also permits the mixing of state and I/O information between the levels of ab-
straction in question. These activities are managed by having two extra predicates
per retrenched operation, the WITHIN and CONCEDES clauses. (This is what they
were called in the B-Method [10, 11], within which most of the early work on re-
trenchment was done.) The former expresses the precondition strengthening, and the
latter expresses the postcondition weakening. The key feature of retrenchment is that
non-reﬁnement-like behaviour can be accommodated within the framework via the
weakened postcondition. This permits inconvenient low level detail of the true sys-2
tem from interfering with an idealised model at a high level of abstraction, giving
hopefully cleaner, more understandable, earlier formalizable development routes.
Since we are permitted to postpone the introduction of low level detail in retrench-
ment, it follows that retrenchment permits the gradual incorporation of requirements
into a ﬁnal speciﬁcation. Thus retrenchment can be seen as providing a ﬂexible spec-
iﬁcation constructor, that we can combine with other speciﬁcation combination tech-
niques to enrich the palette of techniques we have for building speciﬁcations out of
smaller simpler pieces. The principal such techniques include coproduct and similar
categorical constructions, parameterisation mechanisms, and reﬁnement itself. Giv-
en the plethora of preliminary and partial models that may arise through enthusiasti-
cally embracing the capability of building system speciﬁcations piecemeal, it is im-
portant to be clear about which model of the collection actually captures all the sys-
tem requirements.  We can single it out and call it the contracted model.
Since retrenchment is not equivalent to any of the earlier techniques, it properly en-
largesthecollectionofavailabledevelopmentroutes:amoreconcretemodelthatwas
not derivable from one or more desired abstract precursors using previously available
techniques, may become derivable when retrenchment is added to the armoury of de-
velopment methods. This is a positive thing as the relative value of different devel-
opment routes ought to be judged on domain-specific engineering grounds rather
than being hamstrung by the limitations of available speciﬁcation construction mech-
anisms. This is particularly the case in areas of engineering where there are already
well accepted development routes for the systems of interest. Formal techniques
should support and strengthen these instead of advocating their disruption.
Having suggested that retrenchment ought to coexist with other specification con-
structors, the interplay between the members of the now enlarged speciﬁcation con-
structor family is clearly of interest and boils down to a family of algebraic problems.
The interaction with reﬁnement is a key issue, and in [7, 8] we have explored canon-
ical factorisations of an arbitrary retrenchment into a reﬁnement and a ‘retrenchment
which preserves the level of abstraction’. In the current paper we focus on a different
algebraic problem, the ‘pushout’-like problem of completing a square in which a sys-
tem Abs is reﬁned to a system Ref, and also retrenched to a system Ret; whereupon
we must ﬁnd a system Univ such that Univ is simultaneously a retrenchment of Ref
and a reﬁnement of Ret (see Fig. 1). Moreover we seek to characterise the construc-
tion in a suitably universal manner. We want it to be the case that any other system
Xtra which achieves the same reconciliation is reﬁnable from Univ, in characteristic
pushout-like manner.
The interest in doing the reconciliation of retrenchment and reﬁnement is not only al-
gebraic; it has a tangible software engineering payoff. Suppose a formal develop-
ment via reﬁnement of some software already exists, and later, or perhaps even dur-
ing the latter stages of the development itself, a proposal to change the system is
adopted. Let this change be expressed as an alteration of the top level model. Fre-
quently the nature of such an alteration makes the new top level model non-derivable
from its predecessor using previously available techniques. However the more ﬂex-
ible nature of retrenchment admits a much higher probability that the new system
arises as a retrenchment of its predecessor, exploiting the ability of retrenchment to
deny previously asserted properties. Assuming this to be the case, then the reconcil-
iation of retrenchment and reﬁnement described here becomes an important tool for
helping to mechanise the reengineering of the system that is needed.3
The ﬁnal beneﬁt of the reconciliation presented in this paper, is that it helps to assim-
ilate retrenchment, a relatively recent and unfamiliar technique, into the fold of ac-
ceptableandtrustedformaldevelopmenttools. Reconcilingretrenchmentandreﬁne-
mentreassurespractitionersthatinusingretrenchment,theydonotriskfracturingthe
development process into incompatible and irreconcilable paths.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review some of the reasons why
reﬁnement alone is too stringent a technique to capture all the development steps we
might consider to be desirable. Section 3 introduces retrenchment in a simple partial
correctness form that makes for a transparent theory. Section 4 presents I/O-ﬁltered
reﬁnements, the kind of reﬁnements needed later. Section 5 presents the reconcilia-
tionresultanditsuniversalproperty. Section6givesasmallexample. Section7con-
cludes.
Notation. In the sequel we will view systems mainly from a set theoretic and rela-
tional viewpoint, which we discuss using a logical meta-notation. Thus a predicate
is just a notation for a set etc.
2 Some Drawbacks of Reﬁnement
In this section we recall some of the familiar drawbacks of using reﬁnement as a sole
development technique, using a running example that we pick up at various subse-
quent points. Inevitably, due to lack of space, the example will be too small to be
convincing. We will concentrate on forward simulation in this paper since almost all
applications of reﬁnement are of this variant of the concept.
Consider a system whose state u is a set of NATs, and which has an operation Ad-
dEl(n) to add an element n to the set. Its description will be our abstract model (as-
suming a suitable syntactic framework). At a more concrete level, we will model sets
of NATs by injective sequences of NATs, so u = {1, 2, 3} corresponds to v = <1, 2,
3>,o rv = <2, 1, 3>, or to any of four other possibilities. This correspondence be-
tween the two levels forms a retrieve relation relating sets and all their possible seri-
alisations. For pragmatic reasons, we accept that the length of any representative se-
quence is 10 at most, while no such restriction applies to the cardinality of the set. So
not all sets have concrete representations.
At the concrete level AddEl(n) must test the length of the sequence (and for the prior
presence of n). If n is new and the length is already 10, the modelling of set union
(for example by appending the extra element to the end of the sequence) is forbidden:
it would break the bound on |v|. Whatever the concrete AddEl(n) operation does in
this situation, we claim it cannot be a reﬁnement of the abstract AddEl(n). For to be
a reﬁnement, it would have to satisfy
G(u, v) Ù stpAddElC(v, n, v¢) Þ  ($ u¢ • stpAddElA(u, n, u¢) Ù G(u¢, v¢)) (2.1)
where G is the retrieve relation, stpAddElA(u, n, u¢) and stpAddElC(w, n, w¢) are the tran-
sition or step relations of the abstract and concrete AddEl operations, and the primes
refer to the after-state of a transition.
Let us consider various alternatives for the concrete operation. If it did nothing, i.e.
did a skip, (2.1) would fail as skip (a state preserving step) is not allowed under the
circumstances at the abstract level. Alternatively, if the concrete operation output
some error message, (2.1) would fail as a change in signature is not allowed in con-
ventional reﬁnement. These two proposals exhaust the relatively sensible options for4
the concrete operation in this situation. Even if the concrete operation did something
else within its constraints, it could not tie up with the abstract operation, which would
produce a set of cardinality 11, outside the reach of the given retrieve relation.1
The above describes a very simple scenario in which reﬁnement fails to adequately
describe a desired development step. Many situations involving a ﬁnite computable
subdomain of a mathematically ideal and inﬁnite one, follow the same pattern, and a
number of techniques have been described in the literature, designed to address the
problem. One technique is Neilson’s thesis [12], which describes the concept of ac-
ceptably inadequate reﬁnements. These tackle the problem by observing that the in-
ﬁnite ideal domains usually arise as well behaved limits of corresponding ﬁnite ones,
and thus reﬁnement in the idealised case can be understood as the limit of a ﬁnite ver-
sion (in essence an inversion of meta level quantiﬁers is involved). A different tech-
nique is to be found in [13, 14], where Owe proposes a logical approach, based on a
careful analysis of the effects of ill-deﬁnedness on a programming logic.
A separate issue hinted at in our example is the desirability of changing I/O signa-
tures during the course of a development step. The desire for this ranges from want-
ing to make the key aspects of a speciﬁcation clearer with a different I/O signature,
to simply wanting to incorporate change of I/O signature during reﬁnement. The lit-
erature contains a number of works on this question, for example [15, 16, 17, 18].
The above provides just a glimpse of the literature relating to the desire to be able to
do more than conventional refinement permits in a formal development step. Re-
trenchment, introduced below, brings all of these aspects together into a single gener-
ic and ﬂexible development step, quantiﬁed by a pair of predicates per operation.
3 Retrenchment
We adhere to a partial correctness framework for system description. A good com-
parison between partial and total correctness can be found in [9]. For us therefore, a
system will be given by a state space, a set of operation names each with its own I/O
signature, and a transition relation for each operation. To discuss retrenchment we
need two systems, an abstract one Abs and a concrete one Ret.
For Abs, the set of operation names is OpsA, with typical element OpA. The state
space is U, having typical element u. For an OpA Î OpsA, the input and output spac-
es will be IOpA and OOpA with typical elements i, o respectively (we suppress the an-
ticipated subscripts on i and o that indicate which OpA they belong to). Primes, in-
dices and other decorations will be used to distinguish different elements of the same
space. A typical system transition will be written u -(i, OpA, o)-› u¢, where u and u¢
are the before- and after- states, i and o are the input and output values, and OpA is
thenameoftheoperationresponsibleforthetransition. Thesetofallsuchtransitions
makes up the transition or step relation for the operation OpA, denoted stpOpA(u, i, u¢,
o), which we will always assume to be non-empty.
At the concrete level we have a similar setup. The operation names are OpT Î OpsT.
States are v Î V, inputs j Î J, outputs p Î P. Transitions are v -(j, OpT, p)-› v¢, mem-
bers of the step relation stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p). In retrenchment it is assumed that there is
a distinct OpT corresponding to each distinct OpA, but not necessarily vice versa,s o
1. A proposal for a retrieve relation that relates sets of cardinality 10 or more to serialisations
of a cardinality 10 subset, works only as long as we do not introduce a SubtractEl operation.5
the concrete level may contain additional operations. For convenience we will as-
sume this correspondence is the inclusion OpsA Í OpsT.
The relationship between abstract and concrete state spaces is given by the retrieve
relation H(u, v). We assume there are initialisation operations InitA and InitT at ab-
stract and concrete levels that establish H in corresponding after-states such that
InitT(v¢) Þ  ($ u¢ • InitA(u¢) Ù H(u¢, v¢)) (3.1)
Retrenchment differs from reﬁnement in that H alone is not enough to ﬁx the rela-
tionship between the two levels. We also have for all operation names in OpsA, the
within relation QOp(i, j, u, v) and concedes relation DOp(u¢, v¢, o, p; i, j, u, v), where,
exploiting the inclusion OpsA Í OpsT,t h eA/T subscripts on Op have been sup-
pressed because these relations are relevant to both the abstract and concrete levels.
The punctuation in DOp is intended to emphasise that it is mainly concerned with af-
ter-values, but may refer to the before-values if required. These relations are com-
bined into the retrenchment operation PO for the OpsA operations which says
H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p) Þ
($ u¢, o • stpOpA(u, i, u¢, o) Ù (H(u¢, v¢) Ú DOp(u¢, v¢, o, p; i, j, u, v))) (3.2)
This means the following. We assert the consequent of the implication, but only pro-
vided both H and Q hold. This enables us to restrict via the within relation Q, the
applicability of the relationship between the abstract and concrete systems, permit-
tingthebringingtogetherofmodelsthatwouldotherwisefailtosupportareﬁnement.
The consequent itself asserts that for every concrete step, there is an abstract step that
either re-establishes the retrieve relation H, or failing that, satisﬁes the concedes re-
lation D. Again the additional ﬂexibility allowed by D permits us to relate models
that would not otherwise be capable of being formally related.
Thus the within relation strengthens the retrieve relation in before-states, and most
importantly, the concedes relation weakens the retrieve relation in after-states. Be-
yond the ability to restrict the relationship between abstract and concrete levels, the
withinrelationcapturesanynon-trivialrelationshipbetweeninputsandbefore-states.
Likewisetheconcedesrelationcapturesnon-reﬁnement-likeproperties,andnon-triv-
ial relationships between outputs and after-states2 (and also before-entities if appro-
priate).
We now reconsider our running example as a retrenchment. Predictably OpsA =
OpsT ={ Init, AddEl}, U =P(NAT), V = iseq(NAT), IAddEl = JAddEl = NAT, OAddEl =
Æ, and PAddEl would depend on how we deﬁned the concrete AddEl operation. For
the simple case in which it is skip for boundary steps, PAddEl = Æ, otherwise it con-
tains an overﬂow message; we concentrate on the former. To complete the skip case,
we need to deﬁne the within and concedes relations. We let QAddEl =( i = j) and DAd-
dEl =( |u|=10 Ù i Ï u Ù u¢=u È {i} Ù rng(v¢) = u). Notice the concession relates Abs
after-states to which a new element has been added to Ret states which have re-
mained the same. These are not the only possibilities. For instance we could replace
2. Relations between outputs and states ought to hold universally, and not just when H fails. The truth is
thus typically stronger than (3.2). Sharp retrenchment and output retrenchment address this, establishing
in the consequent of the PO, in the former case ((H Ú D) Ù V), and in the latter case ((H Ù O) Ú D), where
V, the nevertheless relation, or O the output relation, allow extra conjunctive properties to be expressed.
See [4] and [6]. We will ignore these relations in this paper, aside from the use of a V in I/O-ﬁltered
reﬁnements, in which concedes relations in their turn do not appear.6
QAddEl with (|u|£10 Ù i = j) and for DAddEl we could omit the i Ï u clause, but re-
taining it is more informative.
4 I/O-Filtered Reﬁnements
In this section we make precise the notion of reﬁnement we need to make our subse-
quent results go through. Since I/O signatures can be changed during retrenchment,
itisusefultoabsorbthiscapabilityintoreﬁnementtogetasmoothresult. Weassume
we are working with an abstract system Abs and a concrete system Ref.
The notation set up already will do for Abs.F o r Ref, with operation names OpsF,
where OpsF = OpsA, the state space will be W with elements w. The input and out-
put spaces for OpF are given by k Î KOpF and q Î QOpF. The abstract and concrete
state spaces are related by a retrieve relation K(u, w). For an I/O-ﬁltered reﬁnement,
we further have for each Op Î OpsF, a within relation ROp(i, k), and a nevertheless
relation VOp(o, q).  We also have two POs.
First there is the initialisation PO (Init PO)
InitF(w¢) Þ  ($ u¢ • InitA(u¢) Ù K(u¢, w¢)) (4.1)
This is the same as (3.1). There is also the operation PO (Op PO) which for a typical
Op reads:
K(u, w) Ù ROp(i, k) Ù stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) Þ
($ u¢, o • stpOpA(u, i, u¢, o) Ù (K(u¢, w¢) Ù VOp(o, q))) (4.2)
Note that VOp enters the consequent of (4.2) conjunctively (which is why we call it a
reﬁnement), in contrast to the retrenchment case.
We return to our running example and introduce a simple reﬁnement. The states of
the concrete level are pairs of disjoint sets of NATs of similar cardinality, speciﬁcally
w =( wa, wb), wa, wb Í NAT, wa Ç wb = Æ, ||wa| – |wb|| £ 2. The retrieve relation
equates wa È wb with u. Let n be the binary encoding of the natural number n. Then
the AddElF(n) operation adds n to whichever of wa, wb causes the constraints to be
maintained (or either if applicable). The within relation of this reﬁnement simply re-
lates n and n, and the nevertheless relation is trivial. With the obvious initialisation,
it is evident that (4.2), suitably instantiated, holds for this arrangement.
5 The Reconciliation
In this section we take the retrenchment from Abs to Ret and the reﬁnement from
Abs to Ref, and build a fourth universal system Univ, that both reﬁnes Ret and re-
trenches Ref.  See Fig. 1.  We begin by deﬁning some equivalence relations.  Let
HD(u, v) = H(u, v) Ú  ($ • DOp( ; )) (5.1)
QIOp(i, j) = ($  • QOp(i, j, )) (5.2)
DOOp(o, p) = ($  • DOp( ; )) (5.3)
Then
~V = ((KT;HD)T;(KT;HD))* (5.4)
~W = ((HDT;K)T;(HDT;K))* (5.5)
~JOp = ((ROp
T ;QIOp)T;(ROp
T ;QIOp))* (5.6)
Ú
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~KOp = ((QIOp
T ;ROp)T;(QIOp
T ;ROp))* (5.7)
~POp = ((VOp
T ;DOOp)T;(VOp
T ;DOOp))* (5.8)
~QOp = ((DOOp
T ;VOp)T;(DOOp
T ;VOp))* (5.9)
The operation names set of Univ is OpsU with elements OpU. The state space is T
with elements t, inputs are h Î H, outputs s Î S. These are all constructed from the
systems Ret and Ref as follows. Firstly OpsU = OpsT = OpsA È (OpsU – OpsA).
So each OpU is either an OpA or an OpU Î (OpsU – OpsA). Next T = V/~V ´ W/~W.
For OpU Î OpsAthe input and output spaces are HOp = JOp/~JOp ´ KOp/~KOp and SOp
= POp/~POp ´ QOp/~QOp, while for OpU Ï OpsA, HOp = JOp and SOp = POp.
Given the above we can now deﬁne the following.
KH(w, [v])  =  (" u • K(u, w) Þ ($ v • v Î [v] Ù H(u, v))) (5.10)
HK([v], [w])  =  (" u, v • v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Þ
($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KH(w, [v]))) (5.11)
KDOp(w, [v])  =  (" u • K(u, w) Þ
($ v • v Î [v] Ù ($ • DOp(u, v, ; )))) (5.12)
DKOp([v], [w])  =
(" u, v • v Î [v] Ù ($ • DOp(u, v,; ) ) Þ
($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KDOp(w, [v]))) (5.13)
RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w])  =  (" i, u • ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Þ
($ j, v • j Î [j] Ù v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w]))))
(5.14)
Abs
Univ
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QROp([j], [k]) =
(" i, u, j, v, v, w • j Î [j] Ù H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Þ
($ k, w • k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù
RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w]))) (5.15)
VDOp(w¢, q, k, w, [p], [v¢], [w¢], [j], [k], [v], [w]) =
(" u¢, o, i, u • K(u¢, w¢) Ù VOp(o, q) Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Þ
($ v¢, p, j, v • v¢Î[v¢] Ù p Î [p] Ù j Î [j] Ù v Î [v] Ù
H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù DOp(u¢, v¢, o, p; i, j, u, v) Ù
K•(v¢, ([v¢], [w¢])) Ù R•
Op(j, ([j], [k])) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])))) (5.16)
DVOp([p], [q]) =
(" u¢, o, i, u, v¢, p, j, v, v¢, w¢, j, k, v, w •
p Î [p] Ù H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù DOp(u¢, v¢, o, p; i, j, u, v) Ù
K•(v¢, ([v¢], [w¢])) Ù R•
Op(j, ([j], [k])) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Þ
($ w¢, q, k, w • w¢Î[w¢] Ù q Î [q] Ù k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù
K(u¢, w¢) Ù VOp(o, q) Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù
VDOp(w¢, q, k, w, [p], [v¢], [w¢], [j], [k], [v], [w]))) (5.17)
We turn our attention to the retrieve and other relations of the retrenchment and re-
ﬁnement we are going to construct; see Fig. 1 again.  Let
K•(v, ([v], [w]))  = v Î [v] Ù HK([v], [w]) Ù DKOp([v], [w]) (5.18)
H•(w, ([v], [w]))  = w Î [w] Ù ($ u • K(u, w)) Ù KH(w, [v]) Ù
HK([v], [w]) Ù DKOp([v], [w]) (5.19)
R•
Op(j, ([j], [k]))  = j Î [j] Ù QROp([j], [k]) (5.20)
Q•
Op(k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w]))  = k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù ($ i, u • ROp(i, k) Ù
K(u, w)) Ù RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w]) Ù QROp([j], [k]) (5.21)
V•
Op(p, ([p], [q]))  = p Î [p] Ù DVOp([p], [q]) (5.22)
D•
Op(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢]), q, ([p], [q]); k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w]))  =
w¢Î[w¢] Ù q Î [q] Ù k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù
($ u¢, o, i, u • K(u¢, w¢) Ù VOp(o, q) Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w)) Ù
VDOp(w¢, q, k, w, [p], [v¢], [w¢], [j], [k], [v], [w]) Ù DVOp([p], [q]) (5.23)
In the above, Op ranges over OpsA. For operations not in OpsA, we deﬁne R•
Op and
V•
Op as identities on inputs and outputs respectively.
Given the above, Fig. 1 commutes in the following sense. Firstly H(u, v);K•(v,( [v],
[w])) = K(u, w);H•(w, ([v], [w])) = G(u, ([v], [w])).  We write this for short as
H;K• = K;H• º G (5.24)
Secondly (H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v));(R•
Op(j,( [j], [k])) Ù K•(v,( [v], [w]))) = (ROp(i, k)
Ù K(u, w));Q•
Op(k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w])), or more brieﬂy
(H Ù Q);(R•Ù K•) = (R Ù K);Q• º POp (5.25)
Thirdly, quoting the shorter form only, and using a prime to indicate that after-states
are being referred to, we have
(H Ù Q Ù D);(K•¢ÙV•Ù R• Ù K•) = (K¢ÙV Ù R Ù K);D• º COp (5.26)
Ù
Op
Ù
Op9
Proof. We prove (5.24) and (5.25). The proof for (5.26) is similar. Take (5.24) ﬁrst
and assume only one Op for simplicity.  Expanding H(u, v);K•(v, ([v], [w])) gives
($ v • H(u, v) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])))
= ($ v • H(u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù HK([v], [w]) Ù DKOp([v], [w]))
= ($ v • H(u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù
(" u, v • v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Þ ($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KH(w, [v]))))
= ($ v • H(u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù
(v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Þ ($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KH(w, [v]))) Ù
(" u, v • v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Þ ($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KH(w, [v]))))
= ($ v • H(u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù
($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KH(w, [v])) Ù
(" u, v • v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Þ ($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KH(w, [v]))))
= ($ v • H(u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù
($ w • w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù KH(w, [v])) Ù HK([v], [w]))
= ($ v, w • H(u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù w Î [w] Ù K(u, w) Ù
KH(w, [v]) Ù HK([v], [w]))
Expanding K(u, w);H•(w, ([v], [w])) gives
($ w • K(u, w) Ù H•(w, ([v], [w])))
= ($ w • K(u, w) Ù w Î [w] Ù ($ u • K(u, w)) Ù KH(w, [v]) Ù HK([v], [w]) Ù
DKOp([v], [w]))
= ($ w • K(u, w) Ù w Î [w] Ù KH(w, [v]) Ù HK([v], [w]) Ù DKOp([v], [w]))
= ($ w • K(u, w) Ù w Î [w] Ù HK([v], [w]) Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù
(" u • K(u, w) Þ ($ v • v Î [v] Ù H(u, v))))
= ($ w • K(u, w) Ù w Î [w] Ù HK([v], [w]) Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù
($ v • v Î [v] Ù H(u, v)) Ù KH(w, [v]))
= ($ w, v • K(u, w) Ù w Î [w] Ù HK([v], [w]) Ù DKOp([v], [w]) Ù v Î [v] Ù
H(u, v) Ù KH(w, [v]))
Thus H;K• = K;H•.  Now take (5.25).  First consider (H Ù Q);(R•Ù K•).
(H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v));(R•
Op(j, ([j], [k])) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])))
= ($ j, v • H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù R•
Op(j, ([j], [k])) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])))
=( $ j, v • H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù R•
Op(j,( [j], [k])) Ù v Î [v] Ù K•(v,( [v], [w])))
= ($ j, v • H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Ù j Î [j] Ù
QROp([j], [k]))
= ($ j, v • H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Ù j Î [j] Ù
(" i, u, j, v, v, w • j Î [j] Ù H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Þ
($ k, w • k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù
RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w]))))
= ($ j, v • H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Ù j Î [j] Ù
($ k, w • k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w])) Ù
QROp([j], [k]))
= ($ j, v, k, w • H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù v Î [v] Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Ù j Î [j] Ù
k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w]) Ù
QROp([j], [k]))
The clause (ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w));Q•
Op(k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w])) equals10
($ k, w • ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù ($ i, u • ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w)) Ù
RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w]) Ù QROp([j], [k])))
= ($ k, w • ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù QROp([j], [k])) Ù
(" i, u • ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Þ
($ j, v • j Î [j] Ù v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])))))
= ($ k, w • ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù QROp([j], [k])) Ù
($ j, v • j Î [j] Ù v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w]))) Ù
RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w]))
= ($ k, w, j, v • ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w) Ù k Î [k] Ù w Î [w] Ù QROp([j], [k])) Ù
j Î [j] Ù v Î [v] Ù H(u, v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v) Ù K•(v, ([v], [w])) Ù
RQOp(k, w, [j], [v], [w])))
So (HÙQ);(R•ÙK•) = (RÙK);Q•.  We are done.
Now we can give the transitions of Univ, firstly remembering that the operation
names set OpsU decomposes as OpsU = OpsA È (OpsU – OpsA).
For OpU Î (OpsU – OpsA) we have a transition t -(h, OpU, s)-› t¢ or more explicitly
([v], [w]) -(j, OpU, p)-› ([v¢], [w¢]) (5.27)
iff [v], [w], j, p, [v¢], [w¢] satisfy
(" v • v Î [v] Þ
($ v¢ • stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p) Ù K•(v¢, ([v¢], [w¢])))) (5.28)
For OpA Î OpsA, we have t -(h, OpA, s)-› t¢ or
([v], [w]) -(([j], [k]), OpA, ([p], [q]))-› ([v¢], [w¢]) (5.29)
iff [v], [w], [j], [k], [p], [q], [v¢], [w¢] satisfy
(" v, j • v Î [v] Ù j Î [j] Þ ($ v¢, p • stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p) Ù
K•(v¢, ([v¢], [w¢])) Ù V•
Op(p, ([p], [q])))) (a)
Ù
(" w, k • H•(w, ([v], [w])) Ù Q•
Op(k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w])) Þ
($ w¢, k • stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) Ù (H•(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢])) Ú
D•
Op(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢]), q, ([p], [q]); k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w]))))) (b)
(5.30)
Note that the implication in (5.30b) gives rise to junk transitions when (b) holds triv-
ially.  Part (a) can never hold trivially since v is always in [v] and j is always in [j].
Finally, InitU(t¢) sets t¢ to any ([v¢], [w¢]) such that the following is true.
($ v¢ • InitT(v¢) Ù K•(v¢, ([v¢], [w¢]))) Ù
($ w¢ • InitF(w¢) Ù H•(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢]))) (5.31)
We now establish that the components introduced deﬁne a retrenchment from Ref to
Univ and an I/O-ﬁltered reﬁnement from Ret to Univ, by showing that the appropri-
ate POs are satisﬁed.
Take Ret to Univ ﬁrst.  The Init PO has the form
InitU(t¢) Þ  ($ v¢ • InitT(v¢) Ù K•(v¢, t¢)) (5.32)
Assume InitU(t¢) with t¢ = ([v¢], [w¢]).  Then by (5.31) the consequent is immediate.
Now consider the Op PO11
K•(v, t) Ù R•
Op(j, h) Ù stpOpU(t, h, t¢, s) Þ
($ v¢, p • stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p) Ù K•(v¢, t¢) Ù V•
Op(p, s)) (5.33)
SinceOpsUdecomposesasOpsAÈ(OpsU–OpsA),therearetwocasestoconsider.
Case OpU Î OpsA. Assume the antecedents with t =( [v], [w]), h =( [j], [k]), t¢ =( [v¢],
[w¢]) and s =( [p], [q]). Then K• together with (5.18) says v Î [v], R•
Op together with
(5.20) says j Î [j]. The consequent now follows from (5.30a). Case OpU Ï OpsA.
Assume the antecedents with t =( [v], [w]), h = j, t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]) and s = p. As before
v Î [v]. So from stpOpU(t, h, t¢, s), by (5.28), stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p) and K•(v¢, t¢) hold, and
since s = p, V•
Op(p, s) also holds.  We are done.
Now for Ref to Univ.  The Init PO for this retrenchment reads
InitU(t¢) Þ  ($ w¢ • InitF(w¢) Ù H•(w¢, t¢)) (5.34)
Assume InitU(t¢) with t¢ = ([v¢], [w¢]).  Then by (5.31) the consequent is immediate.
Turning to the Op PO we have to demonstrate that
H•(w, t) Ù Q•
Op(k, h, w, t) Ù stpOpU(t, h, t¢, s) Þ
($ w¢, q • stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) Ù
(H•(w¢, t¢) Ú D•
Op(w¢, t¢, q, s; k, h, w, t))) (5.35)
For this relationship OpU only ranges over OpsA. Choose values t =( [v], [w]), h =
([j], [k]), t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]) and s =( [p], [q]) for which the antecedent holds. Then the
consequent follows immediately from (5.30b).  Done.
The ﬁnal piece of the construction is to show that either the composition of the Abs
to Ret retrenchment and the Ret to Univ reﬁnement on the one hand, or the Abs to
Ref reﬁnement and the Ref to Univ retrenchment on the other, do indeed yield a re-
trenchment from Abs to Univ. For if so then (5.24)-(5.26) show that they both give
the same retrenchment, with retrieves, within, and concedes relations given respec-
tively by G, POp, COp.
The Init PO demands that
InitU(t¢) Þ  ($ u¢ • InitA(u¢) Ù G(u¢, t¢)) (5.36)
Assume InitU(t¢)w i t ht¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]). Then by (5.31) there is a value, w¢ say, for
which InitF(w¢) and H•(w¢, t¢) hold. Given InitF(w¢), we can use (4.1) to get InitA(u¢),
which we require, and also K(u¢, w¢). Finally, since we now have K(u¢, w¢) and H•(w¢,
t¢), then by composition we also have G(u¢, t¢).  We are done.
Next, consider the Op PO
G(u, t) Ù POp(i, h, u, t) Ù stpOpU(t, h, t¢, s) Þ
($ u¢, o • stpOpA(u, i, u¢, o) Ù (G(u¢, t¢) Ú COp(u¢, t¢, o, s; i, h, u, t))) (5.37)
For this OpU only ranges over OpsA. Assume the antecedents with t =( [v], [w]), h =
([j], [k]), t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]) and s =( [p], [q]). Now POp(i,( [j], [k]), u,( [v], [w]) )=( H(u,
v) Ù QOp(i, j, u, v));(R•
Op(j,( [j], [k])) Ù K•(v,( [v], [w]))). Thus we have K•(v,( [v],
[w])), R•
Op(j,( [j], [k])) and stpOpU(t, h, t¢, s). We can therefore use (5.33) to derive
stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K•(v¢, t¢) and V•
Op(p, s). Next, H(u, v), QOp(i, j, u, v) and stpOpT(v,
j, v¢, p) make up the antecedent of (3.2), so stpOpA(u, i, u¢, o) and H(u¢, v¢) Ú DOp(u¢,
v¢, o, p; i, j, u, v) are also true. So we have shown that stpOpA holds. All we need is
G¢ÚCOp, which we derive from H¢ÚDOp as follows. Assume H(u¢, v¢). Then as
K•(v¢, t¢) holds, we have H(u¢, v¢);K•(v¢, t¢) and thus G(u¢, t¢). Now assume DOp(u¢, v¢,12
o, p; i, j, u, v). As H, QOp, K•¢, V•
Op, R•
Op and K• all hold, we have (H(u, v) Ù QOp(i,
j, u, v) Ù DOp(u¢, v¢, o, p; i, j, u, v));(K•(v¢, t¢) Ù V•
Op(p, s) Ù R•
Op(j, h) Ù K•(v, t)) and
thus COp(u¢, t¢, o, s; i, h, u, t).  Hence G¢ÚCOp holds and we are done.
Theorem 5.1 Let there be a retrenchment from Abs to Ret, and a reﬁnement from
Abs to Ref.  Then (see Fig. 1)
(1) There is a universal system Univ such that there is a retrenchment from Ref to
Univ and an I/O-ﬁltered reﬁnement from Ret to Univ whose compositions with
theoriginalreﬁnementandretrenchmentrespectivelyareequalasretrenchments
from Abs to Univ, and which satisﬁes (U1)-(U10) below.
(2) Whenever there is a system Xtra and a retrenchment from Ref to Xtra and an I/
O-ﬁltered reﬁnement from Ret to Xtra whose compositions with the original re-
ﬁnement and retrenchment respectively are equal as retrenchments from Abs to
Xtra, and which satisﬁes (X1)-(X10) below, then there is an I/O-ﬁltered reﬁne-
ment from Univ to Xtra such that H•;K˚ Þ H˜, (H•ÙQ•);(R˚ÙK˚) Þ Q˜,
(H•ÙQ•ÙD•);(K˚¢ÙV˚ÙR˚ÙK˚) Þ D˜, and such that K•;K˚ Þ K˜, R•;R˚ Þ R˜,
V•;V˚ Þ V˜.
(3) Whenever a system Univ* has properties (1) and (2) above of Univ, then Univ
and Univ* are mutually I/O-ﬁltered interreﬁnable.
Proof. We have proved part (1) of Theorem 5.1 already except for properties (U1) to
(U10) which we postpone for just a moment. Now suppose there is an I/O-ﬁltered
reﬁnement from Ret to Xtra with retrieve relation K˜, within relations R˜Op, and nev-
ertheless relations V˜Op; and a retrenchment from Ref to Xtra with retrieve relation
H˜, within relations Q˜Op, and concedes relations D˜Op, and such that the stated com-
positions hold. Let the state, input and output spaces of Xtra be given by t˜ Î T˜, h˜
Î H˜Op, s˜ Î S˜Op. Let the initialisation and step predicates of Xtra be InitX and st-
pOpX.  Suppose also that (X1) to (X10) below hold.
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) Ù K˜(v¢, t˜¢) Þ  v¢ ~ v¢ (X1)
(H˜(w¢, t˜¢) Ú D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, ...)) Ù (H˜(w¢, t˜¢) Ú D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, ...)) Þ w¢ ~ w¢ (X2)
V˜Op(p, s˜) Ù V˜Op(p, s˜) Þ p ~ p (X3)
D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k, h˜, w, t˜) Ù D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k, h˜, w, t˜) Þ q ~ q (X4)
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) Ù v¢Î[v¢] Þ  K˜(v¢, t˜¢) (X5)
V˜Op(p, s˜) Ù p Î [p] Þ V˜Op(p, s˜) (X6)
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) Þ (H˜(w¢, t˜¢) Û H•(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢]))) (X7)
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) Ù V˜Op(p, s˜) Ù R˜Op(j, h˜) Ù K˜(v, t˜) Þ
(D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k, h˜, w, t˜) Û
D•
Op(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢]), q, ([p], [q]); k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w]))) (X8)
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) Þ ($ w¢ • K•(v¢, ([v¢], [w¢]))) (X9)
V˜Op(p, s˜) Þ ($ q • V•
Op(p, ([p], [q]))) (X10)
Since Univ, like Xtra, belongs to the class of systems completing the square, it must
also possess these properties.  We now list the corresponding properties for Univ.
K•(v¢, t¢) Ù K•(v¢, t¢) Þ  v¢ ~ v¢ (U1)13
(H•(w¢, t¢) Ú D•
Op(w¢, t¢, ...)) Ù (H•(w¢, t¢) Ú D•
Op(w¢, t¢, ...)) Þ w¢ ~ w¢ (U2)
V•
Op(p, s) Ù V•
Op(p, s) Þ p ~ p (U3)
D•
Op(w¢, t¢, q, s; k, h, w, t) Ù D•
Op(w¢, t¢, q, s; k, h, w, t) Þ q ~ q (U4)
K•(v¢, t¢) Ù v¢Î[v¢] Þ  K•(v¢, t¢) (U5)
V•
Op(p, s) Ù p Î [p] Þ V•
Op(p, s) (U6)
K•(v¢, t¢) Þ (H•(w¢, t¢) Û H•(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢]))) (U7)
K•(v¢, t¢) Ù V•
Op(p, s) Ù R•
Op(j, h) Ù K•(v, t) Þ
(D•
Op(w¢, t¢, q, s; k, h, w, t) Û
D•
Op(w¢, ([v¢], [w¢]), q, ([p], [q]); k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w]))) (U8)
K•(v¢, t¢) Þ ($ w¢ • K•(v¢, ([v¢], [w¢]))) (U9)
V•
Op(p, s˜) Þ ($ q • V•
Op(p, ([p], [q]))) (U10)
(U1) to (U6), (U9) and (U10) are easy to verify and so we leave these to the reader.
Consider (U8). First we assume K•(v¢, t¢), V•
Op(p, s), R•
Op(j, h), K•(v, t) and D•
Op(w¢,
t¢, q, s; k, h, w, t) and prove D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p], [q]); k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])).
Lett¢=( [v¢], [w¢]),s=( [p], [q]),h=( [j], [k])and t=( [v], [w]). From the assumedD•
Op
and (5.23) we have ($ u¢, o, i, u • K(u¢, w¢) Ù VOp(o, q) Ù ROp(i, k) Ù K(u, w)),
VDOp(w¢, q, k, w, [p], [v¢], [w¢], [j], [k], [v], [w]), DVOp([p], [q]) and also w¢ ~ w¢, q~
q, k~k and w~w. Furthermore K•¢, V•
Op, R•
Op, K•, (5.18), (5.20) and (5.22) give v¢
~ v¢, p~p, j~j and v~v. Hence VDOp(w¢, q, k, w, [p], [v¢], [w¢], [j], [k], [v], [w]) and
DVOp([p], [q]) follow. We now have enough to obtain D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p],
[q]); k, ([j], [k]), w, ([v], [w])).
Now we assume K•(v¢, t¢), V•
Op(p, s), R•
Op(j, h), K•(v, t) and D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,
([p], [q]); k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])) and prove D•
Op(w¢, t¢, q, s; k, h, w, t). Let t¢ =( [v¢],
[w¢]), s =( [p], [q]), h =( [j], [k]) and t =( [v], [w]). D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p], [q]); k,
([j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])) and (5.23) assert values u¢, o, i, u exist such that K(u¢, w¢),
VOp(o, q), ROp(i, k) and K(u, w) hold. Then as (K(u¢, w¢) Ù VOp(o, q) Ù ROp(i, k) Ù
K(u, w));D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p], [q]); k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])) holds, (H(u,) Ù
QOp(i,, u,) Ù DOp(u¢, ¢, o,; i,, u, ));(K•( ¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) Ù V•
Op(, ( [p],
[q])) Ù R•
Op(, ( [j], [k])) Ù K•(, ( [v], [w]))) also holds with ¢Î[v¢], Î [p], Î
[j] and Î [v].
From K•(v¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) we get v¢ ~ v¢ and DKOp([v¢], [w¢]), and thus DKOp([v¢], [w¢]).
Then DOp(u¢, ¢, o,; i,, u, ) and DKOp([v¢], [w¢])g i v eK(u¢, ¢) with ¢ ~ w¢.
Now notice we have K(u¢, w¢), K(u¢, ¢) and DOp(u¢, ¢, o,; i,, u, ). So by (5.5)
w¢~ ¢. Butas ¢~w¢thenw¢~w¢. Next,V•
Op(p,( [p], [q]))givesp~pandDVOp([p],
[q]), from which DVOp([p], [q]) follows. Then H(u,) , QOp(i,, u,) , DOp(u¢, ¢,
o,; i,, u,) , K•( ¢,( [v¢], [w¢])), R•
Op(, ( [j], [k])), K•(, ( [v], [w])) and DVOp([p],
[q])g i v eVOp(o, ) with ~ q, by (5.17). But VOp(o, q), VOp(o, ) and DOp(u¢, ¢,
o,; i,, u, ) hold. So by (5.9) q~ , and as ~ q then q~q. Similarly, R•
Op(j,
([j], [k])) gives j~j and QROp([j], [k]), from which QROp([j], [k]) follows. Then H(u,
), QOp(i,, u,) , K•(, ( [v], [w])) and QROp([j], [k])g i v eROp(i, ) with ~ k,b y
(5.15). Seeing that we have ROp(i, k), ROp(i, ) and QOp(i,, u, ), by (5.7) k~ ,
and moreover as ~ k then k~k. Last, K•(v,( [v], [w])) gives v~v and HK([v], [w]),
from which HK([v], [w]) follows. Then H(u, ) and HK([v], [w])g i v eK(u, ) with
~ w, by (5.11). Furthermore, as K(u, w) and K(u, ) hold, by (5.5) w ~ . But
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~ w,s ow~w. Altogether we now have v¢ ~ v¢, p~p, j~j, v~v, w¢ ~ w¢, q~q, k~k
and w~w. Therefore as D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p], [q]); k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w]))
holds, D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p], [q]); k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])) holds too. The proof
for (U7) is similar.  Done.  This completes part (1) of the theorem.
To prove part (2) we must show there is an I/O-ﬁltered reﬁnement from Univ to Xtra.
To this end we now deﬁne relations K˚, R˚Op, V˚Op, and prove that they are the re-
trieve, within and nevertheless relations of the desired reﬁnement.  Let
K˚(t, t˜)  = K˚(([v], [w]), t˜)  =
((" v • v Î [v] Þ K˜(v, t˜)) Ù (" w • H•(w, ([v], [w])) Þ H˜(w, t˜))) (5.38)
For Op Î OpsA we have
R˚Op(h, h˜)  = R˚Op(([j], [k]), h˜)  =
((" j • j Î [j] Þ R˜Op(j, h˜)) Ù
(" k, w, t, t˜ • Q•
Op(k, ([j], [k]), w, t) Ù K˚(t, t˜) Þ Q˜Op(k, h˜, w, t˜)))
(5.39)
V˚Op(s, s˜)  = V˚Op(([p], [q]), s˜)  =
((" p • p Î [p] Þ V˜Op(p, s˜)) Ù
(" w¢, q, k, w, t¢, t˜¢, h, h˜, t, t˜ • D•
Op(w¢, t¢, q, ([p], [q]); k, h, w, t) Ù
K˚(t¢, t˜¢) Ù R˚Op(h, h˜) Ù K˚(t, t˜) Þ
D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k, h˜, w, t˜))) (5.40)
For Op Ï OpsA
R˚Op(h, h˜)  =  (h = j Ù R˜Op(j, h˜)) (5.41)
V˚Op(s, s˜)  =  (s = p Ù V˜Op(p, s˜)) (5.42)
To show that the above satisfy the inclusions stated in part (2) of the theorem is
straightforward and we leave this to the reader.
The ﬁnal task is to discharge the POs of the Univ to Xtra reﬁnement. As usual, take
the Init PO ﬁrst.  This says
InitX(t˜¢) Þ  ($ t¢ • InitU(t¢) Ù K˚(t¢, t˜¢)) (5.43)
Assume the antecedent InitX(t˜¢). In addition, we know we have the reﬁnement from
Ret to Xtra and the retrenchment from Ref to Xtra for which the Init POs are
InitX(t˜¢) Þ  ($ v¢ • InitT(v¢) Ù K˜(v¢, t˜¢)) (5.44)
InitX(t˜¢) Þ  ($ w¢ • InitF(w¢) Ù H˜(w¢, t˜¢)) (5.45)
respectively. These say that for the initial t˜¢, there is a v¢ for which InitT(v¢) and a w¢
for which InitF(w¢) are true. Furthermore, we also get K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and H˜(w¢, t˜¢), from
which, by (X7), we get H•(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]). From this we can derive K•(v¢,( [v¢], [w¢]))
by using (5.18) and (5.19). Now let t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]). Then by (5.31) InitU(t¢) is true.
It remains to show K˚¢ holds for this value of t¢, i.e. that (5.38) holds. To show the
ﬁrst conjunct of (5.38), suppose v¢Î[v¢]. Then as K˜(v¢, t˜¢) holds, (X5) asserts that
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) holds as required. To establish the second conjunct, assume H•(w¢, t¢), i.e.
H•(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢])). But then H•(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) holds, and as K˜(v¢, t˜¢) also holds,
H˜(w¢, t˜¢) holds by (X7).  We are done.
Now to the business of validating the Op PO.  This states15
K˚(t, t˜) Ù R˚Op(h, h˜) Ù stpOpX(t˜, h˜, t˜¢, s˜) Þ
($ t¢, s • stpOpU(t, h, t¢, s) Ù K˚(t¢, t˜¢) Ù V˚Op(s, s˜)) (5.46)
We note that OpsX partitions into OpsA and non-OpsA operations. Take the case
OpX Î OpsA ﬁrst.  We will need the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.2 Supposethe antecedentsof(5.46) holdwitht=( [v], [w]) andh=( [j], [k]).
Furthermore suppose v Î [v] and j Î [j]. Then K˜(v, t˜) and R˜Op(j, h˜) hold and more-
over there are values, which we ﬁx as v¢ and p, for which stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢, t˜¢)
and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold.
Proof. From K˚(t, t˜) and v Î [v] we get K˜(v, t˜) by (5.38); from R˚Op(h, h˜) and j Î
[j] we get R˜Op(j, h˜) by (5.39). K˜, R˜Op and stpOpX are the antecedents of the Op PO
for the reﬁnement from Ret to Xtra which says
K˜(v, t˜) Ù R˜Op(j, h˜) Ù stpOpX(t˜, h˜, t˜¢, s˜) Þ
($ v¢, p • stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p) Ù K˜(v¢, t˜¢) Ù V˜Op(p, s˜)) (5.47)
Thus we can pick values, which we ﬁx as v¢ and p, for which stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢,
t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold.  Done.
Lemma 5.3 Supposethe antecedentsof(5.46) holdwitht=( [v], [w]) andh=( [j], [k]).
Furthermore suppose H•(w, t) and Q•
Op(k, h, w, t) hold. Then there are values, which
we ﬁx as w¢ and q, for which stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) and H˜(w¢, t˜¢) Ú D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k,
h˜, w, t˜) hold.
Proof. From K˚(t, t˜) and H•(w, t)w eg e tH˜(w, t˜) by (5.38); from R˚Op(h, h˜),
Q•
Op(k, h, w, t) and K˚(t, t˜) we get Q˜Op(k, h˜, w, t˜) by (5.39). H˜, Q˜Op and stpOpX
are the antecedents of the Op PO for the retrenchment from Ref to Xtra which says
H˜(w, t˜) Ù Q˜Op(k, h˜, w, t˜) Ù stpOpX(t˜, h˜, t˜¢, s˜) Þ
($ w¢, q • stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) Ù
(H˜(w¢, t˜¢) Ú D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k, h˜, w, t˜))) (5.48)
Thus we can pick values, which we ﬁx as w¢ and q, for which stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) and
H˜(w¢, t˜¢) Ú D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k, h˜, w, t˜) hold.  Done.
To prove (5.46) assume the antecedents with t =( [v], [w]) and h =( [j], [k]). First we
will establish that there are t¢ and s for which stpOpU(t, h, t¢, s) and hence (5.30) holds.
Consider (5.30b). For all values k and w for which the antecedents hold, Lemma 5.3
asserts we have values w¢ and q for which H˜¢ or D˜Op and stpOpF hold. Thus we have
three possibilities: (i) there are no values for which the antecedent of (b) holds; (ii)
for all values for which the antecedent holds, H˜¢ always holds; and (iii) there is at
least one pair of values for which the antecedent holds for which D˜Op holds.
To begin with we establish the following. Since v Î [v] and j Î [j], by Lemma 5.2,
K˜(v, t˜) and R˜Op(j, h˜) hold, and furthermore there are values, which we ﬁx as v¢ and
p, for which stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold.
Case (i). (5.30b) holds trivially. We move on to (5.30a). Its antecedent holds for val-
ues v and j, so from the previous paragraph we know stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and
V˜Op(p, s˜) hold. As we have K˜¢, (X9) states we have a value, w¢ say, for which K•(v¢,
([v¢], [w¢])) holds. Similarly, V˜Op and (X10) give V•
Op(p,( [p], [q])). Let t¢ =( [v¢],
[w¢]) and s =( [p], [q]). Then the consequent of (a) holds. Having ﬁxed t¢ and s,w e
now need to show that for any other choice of values for which the antecedent of (a)
holds the consequent does too. So suppose v Î [v] and j Î [j]. Then by Lemma 5.216
we can derive stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜). Since we now have both
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and K˜(v¢, t˜¢), by (X1) v¢ ~ v¢ and thus v¢Î[v¢]. Therefore, as K•(v¢,( [v¢],
[w¢])) holds, by (5.18), K•(v¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) and hence K•(v¢, t¢) holds. Likewise, from
V˜Op(p, s˜) and V˜Op(p, s˜), by (X3) and (5.22) we establish V•
Op(p, s) holds. Done.
Case (ii). Let the antecedent of (5.30b) hold for H•(w, t) and Q•
Op(k, h, w, t). Then
by Lemma 5.3 stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) and H˜(w¢, t˜¢) hold (D˜Op is always false for this
case). Recalling that we also have K˜(v¢, t˜¢), we can thus derive H•(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]))
by (X7). Now let t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]). Then the consequent of (b) holds. Furthermore, for
any other choice, say H•(, t) and Q•
Op(, h,, t), for which the antecedent of (b)
holds, by Lemma 5.3, stpOpF(, , ¢, ) and H˜( ¢, t˜¢) hold (D˜Op is false). Now
since we have H˜( ¢, t˜¢), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and (X7) allow us to derive H•( ¢,( [v¢], [ ¢]).
Moreover, because we also have H˜(w¢, t˜¢), (X2) says w¢ ~ ¢. But this means H•( ¢,
([v¢], [w¢]) and thus H•( ¢, t¢) holds. Hence (b) always holds for our choice of t¢.I t
remainstosetthevalueofs. WealreadyknowV˜Op(p,s˜)istrue. Thereforeby(X10)
we can pick a value, q say, such that V•
Op(p,( [p], [q])) holds. We let s =( [p], [q]). We
now need to show that (a) always holds for these values of t¢ and s. Assume the an-
tecedent of (a) holds for v Î [v] and j Î [j]. By Lemma 5.2 stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢,
t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold. Now K˜(v¢, t˜¢), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and (X1) imply v¢ ~ v¢. So since
H•(w¢, t¢) holds, by (5.19) and (5.18) we can show that K•(v¢, t¢) holds as well. Finally
note that we have V˜Op(p, s˜) in addition to V˜Op(p, s˜). Therefore (X3) states p ~ p,
and so as V•
Op(p, s) holds, by (5.22), V•
Op(p, s) does too.  We are done.
Case (iii). Let the antecedent of (5.30b) hold for H•(w, t) and Q•
Op(k, h, w, t). By
Lemma 5.3 stpOpF(w, k, w¢, q) and H˜(w¢, t˜¢)o rD˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; k, h˜, w, t˜) hold,
but we will further assume that for this choice of antecedent D˜Op holds. From Lem-
ma 5.2 we also have K˜(v, t˜), R˜Op(j, h˜), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜). Applying (X8)
we thus get D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p], [q]); k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])). Now as Q•
Op(k,
h, w, t) holds, because t =( [v], [w]) and h =( [j], [k]), by (5.21), k ~ k and w ~ w. Thus
D•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), q,( [p], [q]); k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])) holds. Let t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢])
and s =( [p], [q]). Then the consequent of (b) holds. We now show that (b) holds for
any other choice of antecedent. So assume H•(, t) and Q•
Op(, h,, t). By Lemma
5.3 stpOpF(, , ¢, ) and H˜( ¢, t˜¢) Ú D˜Op( ¢, t˜¢,, s˜; , h˜, , t˜) hold. First
assume H˜( ¢, t˜¢). Then because we have K˜(v¢, t˜¢), by (X7) we also have H•( ¢,
([v¢], [ ¢]). However, by (X2), H˜( ¢, t˜¢) and D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, ...) imply ¢ ~ w¢. Hence
H•( ¢,( [v¢], [w¢]) and thus H•( ¢, t¢) holds, and therefore so does the consequent of
(b). On the other hand assume D˜Op( ¢, t˜¢,, s˜; , h˜, , t˜). Because K˜(v, t˜),
R˜Op(j, h˜), K˜(v¢, t˜¢), and V˜Op(p, s˜) all hold, D•
Op( ¢,( [v¢], [ ¢]), , ([p], [] ); ,
([j], [] ), , ([v], [] )) holds by (X8). But D˜Op(w¢, t˜¢, q, s˜; ...) and D˜Op( ¢, t˜¢,,
s˜; ...) state ¢ ~ w¢ by (X2) and ~ q by (X4). Moreover Q•
Op(, h,, t) and (5.21)
state ~ k and ~ w. As a result D•
Op( ¢,( [v¢], [w¢]), , ([p], [q]); , ([j], [k]), ,
([v], [w])) or equivalently D•
Op( ¢, t¢,, s;, h,, t) holds. Hence the consequent
of (b) holds for H•(, t) and Q•
Op(, h,, t).
We now show that (5.30a) always holds for t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]) and s =( [p], [q]). Assume
the antecedent holds for v Î [v] and j Î [j]. By Lemma 5.2 stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢,
t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold. Then K˜(v¢, t˜¢), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and (X1) say v¢~v¢; V˜Op(p, s˜),
V˜Op(p,s˜)and(X3)sayp~p. FromaboveweknowD•
Op(w¢,( [v¢], [w¢]),q,( [p], [q]);
k,( [j], [k]), w,( [v], [w])) is true. Hence (5.23) says K(u¢, w¢), VOp(o, q), ROp(i, k), K(u,
w) and VDOp(w¢, q, k, w, [p], [v¢], [w¢], [j], [k], [v], [w]) are true, from which by (5.16)
we conclude K•( ¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) is true, with ¢ ~ v¢. But v¢~v¢,s o ¢ ~ v¢, and hence
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K•(v¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) or equivalently K•(v¢, t¢) holds. In addition (5.23) says DVOp([p],
[q]) is true and since p ~ p, V•
Op(p,( [p], [q])) or equivalently V•
Op(p, s) follows by
(5.22).  Ergo (a) holds for t¢ and s.
All that remains is to show K˚(t¢, t˜¢) and V˚Op(s, s˜) for t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]) and s =( [p],
[q]). To show K˚¢ we must demonstrate that both conjuncts of (5.38) hold. Take the
ﬁrst conjunct and assume v¢Î[v¢]. Then because K˜(v¢, t˜¢) is true, (X5) states K˜(v¢,
t˜¢)istrue. Hencetheﬁrstconjunctholds. Wemoveontothesecond. AssumeH•( ¢,
([v¢], [w¢])). (5.19) says ¢Î[w¢], which means H•( ¢,( [v¢], [ ¢])) is also true. From
this, by (X7), H˜( ¢, t˜¢) holds, and as a result K˚(t¢, t˜¢) holds. To show V˚Op we must
verify both conjuncts of (5.40). To prove the ﬁrst conjunct assume p Î [p]. Then be-
cause V˜Op(p, s˜) is true, (X6) states that V˜Op(p, s˜) is true. To establish the second
conjunct, we assume D•
Op( ¢, t¢,, ( [p], [q]); , h,, t), K˚(t¢, t˜¢), R˚Op(h, h˜) and
K˚(t, t˜) where t¢ =( [ ¢], [ ¢]), h =( [] , [] ), t =( [] , [] ) and ([p], [q])=s =( [p],
[] ). Now, ¢Î[ ¢], K˚(t¢, t˜¢) and (5.38) give K˜( ¢, t˜¢); Î [] , R˚Op(h, h˜) and
(5.39)giveR˜Op(, h˜);and Î [] ,K˚(t,t˜)and(5.38)giveK˜( ,t˜). Thenbecause
we also have V˜Op(p, s˜) (X8) gives D˜Op( ¢, t˜¢,, s˜; , h˜, , t˜). Therefore the
second conjunct holds and we are done.
Case OpX Ï OpsA.  We will use the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4 Suppose the antecedents of (5.46) hold with t =( [v], [w]) and h = j. Fur-
thermore suppose v Î [v]. Then there are values, which we ﬁx as v¢ and p, for which
stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold.
Proof. From K˚(t, t˜) and v Î [v] we get K˜(v, t˜) by (5.38); from R˚Op(h, h˜) and h =
j we get R˜Op(j, h˜) by (5.41). K˜, R˜Op and stpOpX are the antecedents of PO (5.47),
so we can pick values, which we ﬁx as v¢ and p, for which stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢, t˜¢)
and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold.  Done.
Now assume the antecedents of (5.46) and let t =( [v], [w]) and h = j. Since v Î [v],
by Lemma 5.4, there are values, which we ﬁx as v¢ and p, such that stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p),
K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜) hold. Then K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and (X9) allow us to pick a value, say
w¢, for which K•(v¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) holds. Let t¢ =( [v¢], [w¢]) and s = p. We now show
that for these values of t¢ and s, (5.28) and thus stpOpU holds. Suppose v Î [v]. Then
using Lemma 5.4 we can derive stpOpT(v, j, v¢, p), K˜(v¢, t˜¢) and V˜Op(p, s˜). Now
sinceK˜(v¢,t˜¢)andK˜(v¢,t˜¢)aretrue,by(X1),v¢~v¢. Therefore,becauseK•(v¢,( [v¢],
[w¢])) is true, K•(v¢,( [v¢], [w¢])) is also true. Furthermore, V˜Op(p, s˜), V˜Op(p, s˜) and
(X3) imply p = p (because the equivalence class is a singleton). Hence stpOpU(t, h, t¢,
s) holds for values t¢ and s. Finally we show that K˚(t¢, t˜¢) and V˚Op(s, s˜) hold. The
proof for K˚(t¢, t˜¢) is identical to the one for the case OpX Î OpsA. We transfer our
attention to V˚Op(s, s˜). For this we must verify (5.42) which we do easily as we al-
ready have V˜Op(p, s˜) and s = p.  Done.  This completes part (2) of the theorem.
Part (3) follows readily by observing that for a system Univ* having the same prop-
erties as Univ, there will be an I/O-ﬁltered reﬁnement from Univ to Univ* and an I/
O-ﬁltered reﬁnement from Univ* to Univ.  We are done.
6 An Example
Let us return to our running example and see what the universal construction means
in this setting. The states t of the Univ are pairs of equivalence classes ([v], [w])
where the elements of [v] are injective sequences of NATs of length £ 10, and the el-
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ements of [w] are pairs (wa, wb) of disjoint sets of NATs differing in cardinality by no
more than 2. So for example ([<57, 217325>], [({1, 2}, {4, 5, 7})]) is a valid state.
The non-junk steps of Univ in non-boundary cases look like
([<3, 4>], [({3}, {4})])
-(([1], [1]), AddElU)-›
([<1, 3, 4>], [({1, 3}, {4})]) (6.1)
We can verify this step satisﬁes (5.30). First note the following. The Abs state {3,
4} is linked to the Ret states <3, 4> and <4, 3> by H, and to the Ref states ({3, 4},
Æ), (Æ, {3, 4}), ({3} ,{4}) and ({4}, {3})b yK. Thus using (5.4) the two Ret states
are the only members of [<3, 4>]. Similarly, by (5.5), the four Ref states are the only
members of [({3}, {4})]. Given this, it is not too difﬁcult to convince ourselves that
HK([<3, 4>], [({3}, {4})]) holds. Moreover, we can see that DK([<3, 4>], [({3},
{4})]) holds trivially, since there is no D. A similar analysis establishes HK and DK
for the pair ([<1, 3, 4>], [({1, 3}, {4})]). Note also that [1] and [1] are both single-
tons.
Given the above, we can now persuade ourselves that both parts of (5.30) hold. Con-
sider (5.30a) and let v = <3, 4> and j = 1. We have to demonstrate that there is a v¢
such that stpAddElT and K•¢ hold (we ignore V• because there are no outputs). As v =
<3, 4>, the only possible transition is <3, 4>-(1, stpAddElT)-›<3, 4, 1>,s ov¢ has to be
<3, 4, 1>. Hence, stpAddElT(<3, 4>,1 ,<3, 4, 1>) holds, and as <3, 4, 1>Î[<1, 3, 4>],
K•¢ does too. It should now be clear that (a) also holds for v = <4, 3>. Turning to
(5.30b) the process is much the same. Take the case w = ({3, 4}, Æ) and k = 1. As-
sume H• and Q• hold. This time we want a w¢ such that stpAddElF holds. Given the
behaviour of AddElF, we know stpAddElF(({3, 4}, Æ), 1, ({3, 4}, {1})) is true. There-
fore let w¢ = ({3, 4}, {1}). It is now easy to satisfy ourselves that KH(({3, 4}, {1}),
([<1, 3, 4>], [({1, 3}, {4})])) holds. It follows that H•¢ does too. Therefore the con-
sequent of part (b) holds as desired. A similar process establishes (b) for the remain-
ing three choices for w. Thus (6.1) is valid. From the above we thus see that the
equivalence classes have bunched together all the Ret and Ref steps which corre-
spond to {3, 4}-(1, stpAddElA)-›{1, 3, 4} in Abs.
Turning to the boundary cases, a typical step looks like
([<1¼10>], [({1¼5}, {6¼10})])
-(([11], [11]), AddElU)-›
([<1¼10>], [({1¼5}, {6¼10})]) (6.2)
To verify (5.30) for this step we start by observing the following. The elements of
[<1...10>] are all the possible serialisations of the Abs state {1...10}. The elements
of [({1¼5}, {6¼10})] are all the valid pairs (wa, wb) where wa È wb is in Z ={ x Î
NAT • {1...10} È {x}}, this being the set of all Abs states that are of interest. The
relationship between the Abs, Ret and Ref states is shown in Fig. 2. For clarity, we
have included only two of the Ret states that are in [<1¼10>], only two of the pos-
sible Ref states for each Abs state, and only two of the Abs states in Z that are linked
to the sequences in [<1¼10>]b yD. Given this arrangement it is not too difﬁcult to
assure ourselves that the members of the classes are as we claim, and to see that both
HK and DK hold for ([<1¼10>], [({1¼5}, {6¼10})]). Note also that [11] and [11]
are both singletons.19
It is now easy to confirm (5.30a). We have j = 11, and for any choice of v in
[<1¼10>],sincestpAddElTdoesaskip,v¢=v. Therefore,seeingthatwehaveHKand
DK, K•¢ must hold. This completes part (a). We move on to (b). Let w = ({1¼5},
{6¼10}), k = 11 and assume H• and Q• hold. From Q• we also know QR([11], [11])
holds. As k = 11, w¢ = ({1¼5}, {6¼11}) is one choice which satisﬁes stpAddElF.W e
will now satisfy ourselves that D• holds for this choice of w¢. Examining (5.23) we
see that for u¢ = {1...11}, i = 11 and u = {1...10}, K¢, R and K hold. As there are no
outputs, all that remains is to show VDOp(w¢, k, w, [v¢], [w¢], [j], [k], [v], [w]). To do
this we must establish (5.16). Notice that its antecedent only holds for the values of
u¢, i and u just given. Furthermore, if we let v¢ = <1...10>, j =1 1a n dv = v¢, then for
thesevalues the consequentof (5.16)holds. Similar remarksapply for anyother suit-
able choice for w.
7 Conclusion
In the preceding sections we showed how to take a retrenchment and a reﬁnement of
the same system, and build a system which reconciles the two development steps.
The construction we gave was universal within a class of similar reconciliations de-
ﬁned by the list of properties (X1)-(X10). We illustrated our result on a small exam-
ple whose size was dictated more by space considerations than by its ability to con-
vince the reader of its usefulness. Nevertheless the situation it embodies typifies
many of the cases in which the retrenchment technique has its raison d’etre, namely
where there are details of the real world application whose incorporation one wishes
to postpone till a later stage of the development, but for which this would be preclud-
ed by the exigencies of the reﬁnement POs.
The pushout-like construction of this paper is one key result in the full algebraic in-
tegration of retrenchment and reﬁnement. Other results appear in the already cited
works [6, 7, 8], and yet others are work in progress. The complete suite of results
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will ensure that retrenchment adds a truly fresh dimension to possible development
routes, complementing reﬁnement in situations where it struggles to give a convinc-
ing account, rather than being a stand-alone technique that fragments development
routes into incompatible possibilities. Ultimately the developer gains by having a
richer integrated palette of tools with which to organise the building of systems.
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